Abstract. Morphological concatenation often triggers phonological processes. For instance, addition of the plural suffix /-ǝn/ to Dutch nouns causes vowel lengthening in some nouns due to the weight-to-stress principle ([xɑt] vs. [xáː.tǝn] 'hole'). These kinds of processes often apply only to a subset of words -not all Dutch nouns undergo this process ([kɑt] vs. [kɑ.tǝn] 'cat'). Nouns need to be lexically indexed as either undergoing this process or not. I investigate how phonological grammar and lexical indexation are learned when learners are confronted with data like these. Based on learnability considerations, I hypothesize that learners acquire a grammar with default non-alternation, so that novel items are treated as non-alternating. I report the results of artificial language learning experiments compatible with this hypothesis, and model these results in a version of the Biased Constraint Demotion Algorithm (Prince and Tesar 2004) .
INTRODUCTION 1.1 Generalizing beyond learning data
The language learner faces a twofold task. He/she must acquire a grammar that would deem grammatical the data to which he/she is exposed. But this grammar must also be able to generalize beyond the learning data. This task is complicated by the fact that the learning data are sometimes compatible with multiple possible grammars. These different grammars, though they agree on their evaluation of the learning data, often differ in how they generalize beyond the data.
Language learners are often exposed to data in which a process applies only to a subset of the data. This is not an uncommon phenomenon -see, for instance, the differences between words of Latin and Greek origin in English, the Yamato, Sino-Japanese and borrowed lexicon of Japanese (Itô & Mester 1999) , native and borrowed words in German (Féry 2003) , etc. When confronted with data like these, the learner must memorize for each word to which lexical class it belongs. But this achieves only one part of the learning task. The grammar must also generalize beyond the learning data. The learner does not have access to information on the lexical class affiliation of words that were not in the learning data. Even so, he/she still needs to decide about the affiliation of such words.
In this paper, I discuss one example of this scenario. Imagine learning data that contain roots that are realized uniformly throughout their paradigms, and also roots that, though identical in all relevant aspects to the non-alternating roots, alternate between different parts of their paradigms. The learner must memorize for each root whether it belongs to the alternating or the nonalternating class. And when faced with a novel root, the learner must decide to which class to assign the root. Based on learnability considerations, I argue that the default choice is to treat novel roots as non-alternating. Only when evidence to the contrary exists, will novel roots be treated as alternating. Section §1.2 discusses the realization of vowel length in Dutch nominal paradigms as an example of this scenario. Section §1.3 presents the learnability argument for treating nonalternation as the default. Results of artificial learning experiments consistent with default nonalternation are presented in §2. In §3, I show how this default can be accounted for in the Biased Constraint Demotion Algorithm of Prince and Tesar (2004) .
Vowel length in Dutch nouns
Because of morphological concatenation, root morphemes can appear in different phonological environments, so that a phonological process can be conditioned to apply to a root in only some contexts in which it appears. For example, in Dutch, short vowels sometimes lengthen in open, stressed syllables, causing length alternations between noun singulars and plurals. In the plural of gat [xɑt] 'hole', addition of the suffix /-ǝn/ places the short /ɑ/ in an open, stressed, syllable and vowel lengthening results in [xáː.tǝn] . Some Dutch nouns undergo this process, while others do not. Examples are given in (1). Vowel lengthening in alternating roots is due to the stress-to-weight principle (stressed syllables are heavy) (Prince 1990 ). However, in non-alternating roots, a short, stressed vowel is tolerated in an open syllable. The lexical class affiliation of nouns is not phonologically predictable. This illustrates the scenario discussed in §1.1. A learner exposed to these data needs to memorize for each root to which lexical class it belongs. But the learner must also be able to generalize beyond these data. Suppose that [nɔĺ] is a singular to which the learner was not exposed during learning. If the learner had to form the plural of [nɔĺ] , he/she can choose the nonalternating [nɔ.ln] or the alternating [nóː.ln] plural. There are at least three possible outcomes, stated in (2).
(2)
Possible lexical class assignment for words absent from learning data a.
Random. The learner randomly assigns novel items to a lexical class. Novel items are equally likely to be alternating or non-alternating.
b. Default alternation. Lexical items are assigned to the alternating class in the absence of evidence.
c. Default non-alternation. Lexical items are assigned to the non-alternating class in the absence of evidence.
Although Dutch has both alternating and non-alternating roots, the non-alternating pattern is more frequent.
2 A learner will therefore get more evidence for non-alternation, and this will likely influence how learners will treat novel forms. Similarly, learners could rely on analogy so that a novel item that accidentally shares more phonological properties with (non-)alternating words may be treated as (non-)alternating (Prasada & Pinker 1993) . I return to these issues later ( §2.1.1 and §2.3.1), but for now, I assume a learner without access to this kind of information. Imagine a learner that is exposed to exactly the same number of alternating and non-alternating forms, and that this learner is confronted with a novel item equally (dis)similar to the alternating and non-alternating roots in the learning data. The question asked here is what this learner will do. In §1.3, I use learnability considerations to argue that the option in (2c) is to be expected. In the absence of evidence about the lexical class affiliation of some word, it should be treated as non-alternating.
1.3
The subset learning problem A classic problem in learnability research is the so-called "subset problem". When a learner is confronted with learning data, he/she can learn a restrictive grammar, allowing only patterns included in the data, or a permissive grammar, also allowing patterns not in the data. The restrictive grammar will generate a subset of the languages generated by the permissive grammar. If the learner opts for the subset grammar while the superset grammar is actually correct, exposure to further learning data will present him/her with evidence of this error so that the error can be corrected. However, if the learner incorrectly assumed the superset grammar, no additional data could give evidence of this error. Berwick (1985) proposed a general solution to this problem: learn the most restrictive grammar consistent with the learning data.
The subset problem is usually discussed in the input-output domain. However, it holds equally of surface relations in paradigms (McCarthy 1998; Hayes 2004; Tessier 2007) . I first illustrate how this problem applies to the input-output relation, and then, following McCarthy (1998) , do the same for intra-paradigmatic relations.
Imagine a learner exposed to data like those in (3). These data contain no tauto-syllabic consonant clusters. If the learner had to learn a syllable structure grammar based on these data, he/she has two options: (i) The restrictive grammar assumes that structures absent from the data are ungrammatical. The absence of consonant clusters from the learning data is thus taken as evidence of their ungrammaticality. (ii) The permissive grammar assumes that everything is grammatical unless the data contain evidence to the contrary. The absence of clusters is hence interpreted as accidental. The restrictive grammar allows only a subset of the forms allowed by the permissive grammar -shown graphically in Figure 1 .
The subset problem in input/output relations
Both grammars are consistent with the learning data -since both allow the structures in the learning data. However, they differ on whether additional learning is possible. Suppose that the language actually allowed consonant clusters, and that forms with clusters were accidentally absent from the learning data. A learner that has erroneously settled on the restrictive grammar will eventually encounter examples with clusters. Once this happens, this learner can correct his/her error. However, suppose that the language really does not allow clusters and that clusters were absent for this reason. A learner that acquired the permissive superset grammar will never encounter the information necessary to alert him/her to his/her error. This learner will only ever encounter data like those in (3), and since these are consistent with his/her grammar, the grammar will not be changed. From a learnability standpoint, it is better to learn the restrictive grammar in a situation like this. It is possible to recover from an error if the restrictive grammar is not actually correct. But recovery is impossible if the permissive grammar has incorrectly been learned. Based on this, Berwick (1985) proposes that learning algorithms should be conservative -they should learn the most restrictive grammar consistent with the data. This restrictive bias is also supported by first language acquisition. Children generally start with restrictive grammars, and gradually approach more permissive grammars based on evidence (Gnanadesikan 2004; Jakobson 1968; Smolensky 1996; etc.) .
Although the subset problem is mostly discussed in the context of input/output relations, it applies equally to the relation between surface forms in a paradigm (Hayes 2004; McCarthy 1998; Tessier 2007) . I illustrate this here with an example from McCarthy (1998) . Imagine a learner acquiring a language with final obstruent devoicing. Suppose that this learner has already learned the final devoicing part of the grammar. At this point, he/she encounters data like those in (4a), where the plural is formed by /-i/ suffixation, and the root is realized identically in the singular and plural. These data are consistent with more than one grammar. It might be that these nouns are derived from roots than end on voiced obstruents (/gad, pog, zeb/). In the singular, devoicing is motivated by ordinary phonological considerations, and the final obstruents devoice accordingly. In the plural, however, phonological motivation for devoicing is lacking, and it applies due to paradigm uniformity. The paradigms in (4b), where the noun roots alternate, are then absent from the learning data because such paradigms are ungrammatical.
Under an alternative interpretation of the data, there are no paradigm uniformity requirements. The nouns in (4a) are then derived from roots that end on voiceless obstruents (/gat, pok, zep/) -since intra-paradigmatic identity requirements cannot explain the voiceless realization of these obstruents in the plural. With this interpretation, the absence of the (4b) paradigms from the learning data becomes accidental. A root such as /bad/ will be realized as [bat] in the singular due to final devoicing. In the plural, the /d/ is no longer word-final, and hence not subject to devoicing. Intra-paradigmatic identity requirements can also not force the root to be identical in the singular and plural, and the plural is realized as [ba.di].
We again have a superset/subset relation, as shown in Figure 2 . The permissive grammar allows non-alternating and alternating paradigms. The restrictive grammar allows only nonalternating paradigms. Since the learning data contain only non-alternating examples, both grammars are consistent with the learning data. However, the grammars again have different learnability implications.
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Figure 2: Restrictive and permissive grammars for (4).
Suppose that the language actually allowed alternating paradigms, and that these were accidentally absent from the initial data. A learner that has erroneously learned the restrictive grammar will eventually encounter examples of alternating paradigms, giving him/her evidence of his/her error. However, suppose that alternating paradigms are really ungrammatical, and the examples in (4b) were absent for this reason. A learner that acquired the permissive grammar will never encounter information to alert him/her to his/her error. He/she will only encounter paradigms like those in (4a) which are consistent with his/her grammar.
To prevent a learner from becoming stuck in an incorrect superset grammar, the learning algorithm used by the learner must be conservative in terms of both input/output relations and of relationships between morphologically related outputs.
(5)
Restrictiveness in learning a. If the learning data contain no X, assume that X is ungrammatical.
b.
If the learning data contain no alternating paradigms, assume that alternating paradigms are ungrammatical.
The Dutch data in (1) are more complex. These data contain both alternating and nonalternating paradigms, and it cannot be predicted for any given word whether it will alternate or not. Learners have to acquire a hybrid between a restrictive and a permissive grammar, and memorize for each word whether the restrictive or permissive part of the grammar applies to it. However, the learner cannot rely on the learning data to determine how to treat a novel token. I propose that the learner will extend the restrictiveness principle in (5) to situations like these. The learner will assume that any new word is subject to the restrictive part of the grammar (noalternation), unless if there is evidence to the contrary.
It is hard to test these predictions with real language data. There are many factors other than learnability that influence acquisition. In the Dutch lexicon, for instance, non-alternating plurals far outnumber alternating plurals (see footnote 2). Such frequency information could impact the acquisition. Similarly, learners might rely on analogy between novel forms and forms included in the learning data (Prasada & Pinker 1993) . Due to considerations such as these, I opted to test the predictions relying on artificial grammar learning experiments, where it is easier to control for variables that are not of interest.
2.
ARTIFICIAL LANGUAGE LEARNING EXPERIMENTS Although the artificial language learning paradigm does not exactly mirror natural language learning exactly, there is a growing body of research that utilizes this paradigm to investigate problems in theoretical phonology (Wilson 2006; Pater & Tessier 2006; Carpenter 2006; etc.) . While acknowledging that results from such experiments should be interpreted with caution, I follow this recent trend. I conducted three learning experiments in which participants were first exposed to data modeled after the Dutch paradigms from (1), and then tested on novel items to determine which of the patterns in the learning data they generalize to novel items.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, participants are exposed to learning data with an equal number of alternating and non-alternating forms. When presented with novel items, participants cannot rely on the learning data for evidence on which of patterns to extend to the novel items. Based on §1.3, I hypothesize that these learners will preferentially treat novel items as non-alternating.
Methods
Participants. Participants for all three experiments were native speakers of American English, recruited from the undergraduate population at the University of Michigan. All participants had normal hearing, and normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight. Participants were tested in groups of up to three. There was no overlap in participants between experiments. Thirteen participants participated in Experiment 1.
Tokens. The tokens were modeled after the Dutch paradigms in (1). I selected 32 English non-words ("singulars"), with the form [CǝC.CvĆ] where [v] is a lax vowel of English, [ɛ, ɪ́, ɔ, ] . Each vowel was used in eight tokens. For each singular, two "plurals" were created by addition of the suffix [-ǝn] . In one plural form the singular vowel did not change, while in the other it was replaced by its tense counterpart, [é, í, ó, ú] . In (6), I list a few examples -the full list is in Appendix A. Five repetitions of each token were recorded by a male native speaker of American English in a sound attenuated room. One example of each was selected. For the singular, I selected the repetition that I judged to be closest to the intended pronunciation. For the non-alternating plural, I selected a repetition that I judged to contain a vowel that is auditorily close to the stressed vowel in the singular. The alternating plural was selected so that its stressed vowel was a clear instantiation of the relevant tense vowel. All tokens were scaled to have a mean intensity of 70 dB, using the Scale intensity… command in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2007) .
Learning. Sixteen singulars were used in learning -four for each lax vowel. Two tokens for each vowel in the singular were assigned to the "non-alternating", and two to the "alternating" group. Non-alternating singulars were paired with plurals containing the same vowel as the singular, and alternating singulars with plurals with the corresponding tense vowel. The learning data consisted of 16 singular/plural pairs, 8 each that alternate or not.
Since there are only 8 examples of each kind, it is unlikely that participants could use analogy during learning (see §1.2). There just are not enough pairs in each group for reliable patterns to be identified. To minimize this possibility even more, singulars that were assigned to each group were selected so that the groups were phonologically very similar. To simulate what a learner will have to do if he/she was looking for patterns in the data, I ran a discriminant analysis (using SPSS 16.0) on the learning tokens. Each token was classified by the voicing, place, continuancy, and sonorancy of the consonants flanking the stressed vowel. The analysis finds the function that best classifies the tokens into two groups based on the features of these consonants. I then classified the novel tokens using the discriminant function. The function classified 10 of the novel forms as alternating and 6 as non-alternating. If the participants were to mimic the discriminant analysis, they should show a preference for alternation, the opposite of what is expected based on learnability considerations.
Each singular/plural pair was paired with a picture of a countable noun (baseball, flamingo, etc.). Table 1 shows the basic structure of the learning data. Participants were seated in a sound attenuated room in front of computer screens, and wore headphones. Token presentation and response collection were controlled with SuperLab Pro 4.0. Each participant had a response box, with buttons marked as "1" and "2". A learning event proceeded as follows: Participants saw a picture of a singular object (a carrot), and heard the singular word associated with that picture. After 500 ms, the plural picture (a bunch of carrots) was presented, and the correct plural form (alternating or non-alternating) was played simultaneously. After 1000 ms, the same pair was presented again. Participants then pushed a button to move to the next item. Each singular/plural pair was presented five times like this (five repetitions, with two presentations in each, giving ten repetitions per pair). Presentations were randomized.
Alternate
Testing. After the learning phase, testing was conducted. Participants were tested on the 16 words included in the learning data, but also on the 16 words to which they had no prior exposure. Learned and novel tokens were randomized together. A testing event proceeded as follows: Participants saw a picture of a single object (a carrot), and heard the singular word associated with that picture. After 500 ms, the corresponding plural picture was displayed (a bunch of carrots), and both possible pronunciations of the plural was presented, with 500 ms between the pronunciations. The display then changed to "1 or 2?". A participant indicated which plural he/she considered to be correct by pushing the corresponding button. Participants received no feedback. The next test event followed 2000 ms after a response was registered. Each singular/plural pair was presented twice. The order in which the two plural pronunciations was presented was changed the for the second presentation of a pair. Participants performed well on the learned tokens, scoring 95.2% correct on non-alternating pairs and 90.9% on alternating pairs. Percent correct responses was significantly above chance for alternating and non-alternating pairs by participants (one-tailed t: alternating, t(12) = 14.17, p < .001; non-alternating, t(12) = 22.36, p < .001) and items (one-tailed t: alternating, t(7) = 19.96, p < .001; non-alternating, t(7) = 32.11, p < .001). These results are represented in Figure 3 (a), and show that participants successfully learned which words alternate and which do not. For novel items, participants preferred non-alternation over alternation 64.2% of the time. These results are shown in Figure 3 (b). Non-alternating responses were more likely than chance on one-tailed t-tests by participants (t(12) = 2.01, p < .04) and items (t(15) = 5.58, p < .001).
Results and discussion
In Experiment 1, the alternating and non-alternating pattern had equal frequency in the learning data. Participants could not rely on the learning data to determine which pattern to treat as default. As shown in §2.1.1, there was also no phonological patterns that distinguished alternating and non-alternating pairs systematically, and participants could not rely on such patterns to decide the class membership of novel items. Under this learning condition, participants were more likely to extend the non-alternating pattern to novel items, showing that non-alternation is the default chosen in the absence of evidence. This agrees with the general principle from (5).
Although the participants preferred the non-alternating pattern for novel forms, this preference was not absolute -alternation was selected 35.8% of the time. This might be evidence of factors other than the default non-alternation preference also impacting the performance of the participants. For instance, it might be that participants calculated that alternation and nonalternation were equally likely in the learning data and that they are trying to maintain this ratio.
3
There would then be one force that wants alternation and non-alternation to be equally likely for novel forms, and another that wants all novel forms to be non-alternating. The participants' performance then reflects the outcome of these two conflicting forces.
Experiment 2
Although English does not tolerate stressed lax vowels in word-final open syllables, such vowels are tolerated non-word-finally -see (7). It is hence possible that the participants in Experiment 1 did not do grammar learning, but that they memorized the plurals in the learning data, and relied on their English grammar when presented with novel items. The non-alternation preference in the novel forms might then reflect transfer from their native grammar rather than the default option employed in learning. Experiment 2 was designed to test whether English speakers can learn a grammar that lengthens lax vowels in word-medial, stressed, open syllables. If they can, it would be support for the interpretation of the results of Experiment 1 as reflecting the outcome of grammar learning. Tokens. I selected 16 of the 32 singular/plural pairs from Experiment 1, four pairs with each of the lax vowels in the singular. These singulars had the structure [CǝC.CvĆ], and I refer to them here as the [VC#]-tokens. I also selected 16 additional non-words, all with the structure Coetzee [CǝC.CvĆC], where [v] was again one of the four lax vowels. Each of the lax vowels was represented by four non-words. These tokens are referred to as the [VCC#]-tokens. As before, two plurals were created for each non-word. The plurals were formed in the same manner as in Experiment 1, by the addition of [-ǝn] , and with the same vowel as in the singular or with the corresponding tense vowel. Examples of the additional items are given in (8) For the novel [VCC#]-tokens, we expect participants to prefer the non-alternating plural, both because the learning data only contained evidence for non-alternation in this token type, and because the results of Experiment 1 showed a general preference for non-alternation. For novel [VC#]-tokens, it is less clear what to expect. The learning data contain only evidence of alternation in this context. If participants in Experiment 2 do learn a grammar based on the learning data, we would expect them to extend the alternating pattern to novel [VC#]-tokens. If they rely on their native English grammars (no alternation), they should extend the nonalternating pattern also to these tokens.
Results and discussion
Participants performed well on the learned tokens, scoring 90.9% correct on the [VC#]-tokens and 85.3% on the [VCC#]-tokens. Percent correct responses was significantly above chance for both token types by participants (one-tailed t: [VC#] , t(10) = 22.04, p < .001; [VCC#] , t(10) = 9.92, p < .001) and items (one-tailed t: [VC#] , t(7) = 15.27, p < .001; [VCC#] , t(7) = 7.00, p < .001). These results are represented in Figure 4 (a).
There are at least two explanations for this performance. It is possible that participants did not select the alternating plural for [VC#]-forms because they learned a grammar that lengthens lax vowels in open, stressed syllables, but that they simply memorized the correct plural for every singular. Figure 4 (b). The difference in preference for alternating responses was significant on one-tailed t-tests by items (t(14) = 4.32, p < .001) and participants (t(20) = 5.75, p < .001). I take the different response patterns to the two kinds of novel items as evidence that participants do differentiate grammatically between the two kinds. The first conclusion that can be drawn from this is that participants did perform a grammatical task rather than mere memorization of learned items and random guessing on novel items. Participants show a stronger aversion for the non-alternating plural in [VC#]-tokens. The non-alternating plurals of these tokens all contain stressed, lax vowels in open syllables. Although English tolerates such forms, participants avoided them, showing that English speakers can learn a grammar that differs from their native grammar. This supports the interpretation that participants in Experiment 1 performed a grammatical task rather than mere memorization.
Although participants in Experiment 2 were more likely to select alternation for novel [VC#]-tokens than [VCC#]-tokens, they did not overwhelmingly prefer alternation for [VC#]-forms. In this regard, participants in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 performed similarly -both preferred non-alternation over alternation for novel [VC#]-forms (64.2% in Experiment 1, 53.5% in Experiment 2). Even so, there is evidence that Experiment 2 participants were less likely to select non-alternation than Experiment 1participants. The percent non-alternation selected for novel [VC#]-tokens is significantly lower in Experiment 2 than Experiment 1 by items (one tailed t(22) = 1.84, p = .039) and tended towards significance by participants (one-tailed t(22) = Coetzee 1.27, p = .109). The difference in the structure of the learning data between these experiments did result in a difference in performance on novel items.
Experiment 3
Based on learnability considerations discussed in §1.3, I predicted that novel items will by default be treated as non-alternating, and the results of Experiment 1 confirmed this. In Experiment 1, the learning data contained equal evidence for alternation and non-alternation, and participants could not rely on the learning data for guidance about how to treat novel items. These participants were more likely to extend the non-alternation pattern to novel items. However, it must be possible for learners to overcome the non-alternation bias. There are, after all, many examples of morphologically conditioned phonological alternations that apply without exception. Experiment 3 is designed to determine whether the frequency structure of the learning data can contribute to overcoming the non-alternation bias. In this experiment, there are two learning conditions. In one, the learning data contain only alternating plurals, giving evidence exclusively for alternation and hence against the default non-alternation preference. In the second condition, 75% of the learning data contain alternating plurals. The first condition is intended to test whether the bias can be overcome at all, and the second condition to determine whether a mere majority of alternating forms is sufficient.
Methods
Participants. Twenty participants were recruited as described for Experiment 1. Participants were randomly assigned to the learning conditions so that there where ten participants in each condition.
Tokens. Exactly the same tokens as in Experiment 1 were used.
Learning. Half of the tokens were selected for learning -four with each of the lax vowels in the singular. In Condition 1, all tokens were assigned to the alternating class, and the singulars were all paired with plurals with the corresponding tense vowels. In Condition 2, three out of the four tokens for each lax vowel were assigned to the alternating group, and one to the nonalternating group. The singulars were paired with plurals with either the corresponding tense vowel, or with the lax vowel of the singular. There were hence three alternating plural pairs with the vowel [ɛ] in the singular, and [é] in the plural, and one pair with [ɛ] in both the singular and plural, and similarly for the other three lax vowels. Learning commenced as in Experiment 1. Table 2 shows the structure of the learning data for the two conditions.
Testing. Testing was done in exactly the same manner as in Experiment 1.
Results and discussion
Participants in both conditions did well on learned tokens. In Condition 1 (all alternation), the correct answer was selected 98.4% of the time, and in Condition 2, the correct response was given for alternating words 92.1% of the time and for non-alternating words 88.8%. All of these were significantly higher than chance on a one-tailed t-test by both participants (Condition 1: t(9) = 69.32, p < .001; Condition 2: alternating, t(9) = 13.99, p < .001; non-alternating, t(9) = 8.91, p < .001) and items (Condition 1: t(15) = 48.85, p < .001; Condition 2: alternating, t(11) = 19.37, p < .001; non-alternating, t(3) = 10.33, p < .002). These results are represented in Figure 5( In Condition 1, participants heard only alternating plurals during learning. These participants also overwhelmingly preferred alternation for the novel items (94.7%). This preference is significantly higher than chance on a one-tailed t-test by participants (t(9) = 17.22, p < .001) and by items (t(15) = 29.88, p < .001). In Condition 2, 75% of the learning data gave evidence for alternation. Participants in this condition selected alternation for novel items 52.5% of the time. This preference was not significantly higher than chance on a one-tailed t-test by participants (t(9) = 0.31, p = .39) or items (t(15) = 1.10, p = .15). It was, however, significantly different from 75%, showing that the response pattern does not match the frequency pattern of the learning data: by participants (two tailed t(9) = -2.76, p < .03), and by items (two tailed t(15) = -9.86, p < .001). These results are represented in Figure 5 
Coetzee
The results on the novel items in Condition 1 show that the default non-alternation bias can be overcome. The results from Condition 2 give evidence for the robustness of the nonalternation bias. Although 75% of the evidence in the learning data was for alternation, participants did not prefer alternation more than non-alternation for novel items. However, the performance of Condition 2 participants does differ from that of participants in Experiment 1. In Experiment 1, participants received equal evidence for alternation and non-alternation, and they were significantly more likely to treat novel items as non-alternating (64.2%). In Condition 2 of Experiment 3, the learning data were skewed in favor of alternation. Although this skewedness was not sufficient to result in an overall preference for alternation, it was sufficient to wipe out the advantage of the non-alternating over the alternating pattern. Non-alternating responses were significantly more likely in Experiment 1 than in Condition 2 of Experiment 3 by items (onetailed t(30) = 3.79, p < .001), and tended towards significance by participants (one-tailed t(21) = 1.55, p < .07). This gives some indication of the strength of the default non-alternation preference. When 75% of the data give evidence for alternation, the default non-alternation preference can be wiped out. However, this is not enough to result in a preference for alternation.
Summary discussion
Many languages have the type of pattern shown for Dutch in (1). In these data, there are some paradigms in which the root is realized the same throughout, and others in which the root alternates between different paradigm positions. Additionally, there is no consistent phonological difference between alternating and non-alternating roots. The question investigated here is what learners do in such a scenario. Which pattern are they more likely to extend to novel items? Many factors influence how novel items will be treated. For instance, if the majority of the learning data gives evidence for alternation (or non-alternation), learners might extend this pattern to novel items. Similarly, when presented with a novel item that is phonologically very similar to an actual alternating (or non-alternating) word in the learning data, the learner might extend this pattern to this novel item. But what will learners do in the absence of such frequency or analogical evidence? In §1.3, I argued, based on learnability considerations, that learners will assign novel items to the non-alternating class in the absence of evidence to the contrary. The results of the experiments discussed here are consistent with this claim.
In Experiment 1, learners were exposed to learning data with equal evidence for alternation and non-alternation. The results of this experiment show that learners were more likely to extend the non-alternating pattern to novel items under these conditions. In Experiment 3, learners were exposed either exclusively to evidence for alternation or to more evidence for alternation than non-alternation. In this experiment, learners can be guided by the learning data when faced with novel words. Learners exposed exclusively to evidence for alternation overwhelmingly extended the alternating pattern to novel items, showing that the default non-alternation preference can be overcome by the frequency structure of the learning data.
Learners in the second condition of Experiment 3 received three times as much evidence for alternation as for non-alternation. These learners were more likely to extend alternation to novel items than the learners in Experiment 1 (52.5% vs. 38.8%). However, they did not prefer alternation over non-alternation by a 3:1-ratio. This gives insight into the relationship between the limitations imposed on learning by learnability considerations and by frequency information in the data. Both factors contribute to the learners' performance. In this instance, learnability considerations favor non-alternation while the frequency structure of the data favors alternation. The performance of the participants shows the effects of the conflict between these factors.
3.
LEARNING A DUTCH-LIKE VOWEL LENGTH GRAMMAR The discussion in the preceding sections is not specific to any particular phonological theory. The subset problem follows from the structure of the data to which the learner is exposed, and these data are the same irrespective of the specific instantiation of phonological grammar assumed. In this section, I develop an Optimality Theoretic (OT) grammar for the Dutch data in (1), and show how this grammar can be learned with an expanded version of Prince and Tesar's (2004) Biased Constraint Demotion Algorithm (BCD). The participants in the experiments discussed in §2 were exposed to learning data modeled after the Dutch pattern, so that the grammar developed here for Dutch can also serve as a model for what these participants might have done. The purpose of this section is not to argue that OT is the only kind of theory in which the subset problem can be overcome, or even that it is the best theory for this purpose. The intention is to illustrate how this problem can be addressed in one specific instantiation of phonological theory. In §3.1, I first show how the difference between restrictive and permissive grammars can be encoded in OT. In §3.2, I develop the basic Dutch vowel length grammar, and §3.3 is dedicated to showing how this grammar can be learned.
Restrictive and permissive grammars in OT
In this section, I show how restrictive and permissive grammars can be encoded in OT. In (9), I repeat the data used above to illustrate the difference between restrictive and permissive grammars in the input/output domain. Let us assume that a child had to learn a grammar based on these data, and that his/her grammar contained only the constraints DEP IO and *COMPLEX. The child learning under these conditions can settle on either of the possible rankings between these constraints -both rankings will rate the forms in (9) as grammatical. However, the rankings differ in how they evaluate an input with a consonant cluster.
[kus] The tableaux in (10) show how each of these rankings evaluate an input with and without a cluster. Since the faithful candidate for an input without clusters (/bit/) does not violate *COMPLEX, the faithful candidate will be optimal irrespective of the ranking. However, when an input with a cluster (/blit/) is submitted to the grammar, the situation is different. The faithful candidate ([blit]) violates *COMPLEX. Under the ranking *COMPLEX à DEP, as in (10a), the epenthetic candidate ([blit]) is hence optimal. Under the opposite ranking, as in (10b), the faithful candidate ([blit]) is optimal. The ranking with markedness à IO-faithfulness therefore represents the restrictive grammar, where forms absent from the learning data (with clusters) are treated as ungrammatical. Since the restrictive grammar is to be preferred based on learnability arguments, it follows that in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the ranking markedness à IO-faithfulness should be assumed (Itô & Mester 1999 In (11), I repeat the data from (4) above. In (11a) are the data to which the learner is exposed, consisting of singular/plural paradigms, in which the noun root surfaces the same in the singular and the plural. In (11b) are examples not included in the learning data, with roots that alternate between the singular and plural. Assume that a child had to learn a grammar from these data, and that his/her grammar had only the constraints: *VOIOBS] σ (no syllable-final voiced obstruents), IDENT[voice] IO (no voicing change from input to output), and IDENT[voice] OO (voicing specification in derived forms of a paradigm agrees with the base form). There are two rankings between these constraints that are consistent with the data in (11a). Corresponding tableaux are given in (12).
(11) a.
In learning data b. In the restrictive grammar, all inputs are mapped onto output patterns that were present in the learning data. In effect, only patterns included in the learning data will ever be generated by this grammar. The permissive grammar also generates patterns that were not in the learning data.
Not in learning data
In both grammars, the ranking *VOIOBS] σ à IDENT[voi] IO is assumed. This reflects the default ranking that was established just above in (9) and (10). In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the learner assumes that markedness constraints outrank IO-faithfulness constraints. Since the learning data in (11) contain no syllable-final voiced obstruents, the learner assumes that such outputs are ungrammatical, and settles on Hayes (2004), and Tessier (2007) . In (13), I give the two ranking schemas that are assumed in OT to ensure restrictive grammar learning. These schemas are built into the learning algorithms discussed in §3.3.
(13) Default rankings 5 a.
Markedness à IO-faithfulness b.
OO-faithfulness à IO-faithfulness
The basic Dutch vowel length grammar
The Dutch data in (1) . Since it cannot be predicted based on the phonological properties of a noun whether it will alternate or not, the class membership of every noun needs to be lexically encoded. This kind of idiosyncratic behavior of lexical items has been handled in several different ways in OT, including the cophonology approach where individual morphemes choose their own constraint rankings (Anttila 2002) , underspecification approaches (Inkelas, Orgun & Zoll 1997) , allomorphy approaches where alternating morphemes have two lexical entries (Burzio 1996; Kager to appear), and by using lexically indexed constraints (Pater 2000; Itô & Mester 1999 . It is not the goal of this paper to evaluate different ways of accounting for lexical idiosyncracy in OT, and I do not discuss all of these approaches in detail. I opt to use the indexed constraints approach, primarily because this is the only one among these that has been studied from a learnability angle (Hayes 2004; Ota 2004; Pater 2005; Tessier 2007 ).
The constraints that I assume are listed in (14). The markedness constraint, SWP, is the stress-to-weight principle (Prince 1990 ). I use both IO and OO-faithfulness constraints, because the plurals of alternating nouns differ from their inputs, and from their singulars. The faithfulness constraints assume that vowel length is a bivalent feature [±long] . This interpretation of vowel length is not crucial to the point of the paper. If vowel length is interpreted in terms of moraic structure (short vowels are monomoraic, long vowels are bimoraic), vowel lengthening will be the result of mora addition. The faithfulness constraints will then have to be replaced with DEP-μ IO and DEP-μ OO , but this will not affect the analysis or the learnability account presented here. (14) The tableaux in (15) show the grammars that are consistent with the Dutch data. The tableaux only show the evaluation of plurals. All of the Dutch nouns considered here have /CVC/-roots, so that the faithful candidate of a singular can never violate SWP -assuming that /CVC/-syllables are heavy -and the faithful candidate will always be selected as output for a singular. In each tableau, only one family of constraints (markedness, IO-faithfulness, OO-faithfulness) is indexed. In reality, it is possible that a single grammar can have indexed constraints from all three families (Pater to appear). These tableaux represent the simplest grammars (fewest constraints) consistent with the data, but they can be expanded to accommodate the other possible indexed constraints. Every unindexed constraint can be replaced by its two corresponding indexed versions. As long as the A and NA versions rank in the same place in the hierarchy, this will not impact output selection.
The grammar in (15a) has indexed IO-faithfulness constraints, that in (15b) indexed OOfaithfulness constraints, and that in (15c) indexed markedness constraints. Consider first the indexed IO-faithfulness grammar from (15a). Neither SWP nor IDENT[long] OO are indexed, and these constraints apply to all words. Both alternating and non-alternating nouns are hence subject to the ranking SWP à IDENT[long] OO , so that the grammar does not enforce identity between the singular base and the plural for any of the noun classes. IDENT[long] IO , on the other hand, is indexed to the two noun classes, and this constraint treats the classes differently. The ranking SWP à IDENT[long] IO -A applies to the alternating class. These nouns are therefore also not required by the grammar to be realized identically to their inputs. The non-alternating nouns, on the other hand, are evaluated by the ranking IDENT[long] IO -NA à SWP. Although the plurals of these nouns are allowed to differ from their singulars, they are not allowed to differ from their inputs. The non-alternation of the non-alternation class is the result of these nouns being subject to a special requirement on input~output identity, and not because of any special requirement for uniform paradigms. The indexed OO-faithfulness grammar in (15b) is identical to the indexed IO-faithfulness grammar in (15a), except that the IO and OO-faithfulness constraints are flipped around. As a consequence, the non-alternating nouns are not subject to any special input~output identity requirement, but they are subject to a special requirement on paradigmatic consistency. Although both grammars result in selection of the same optimal forms, this selection is motivated differently in the two grammars.
The motivation for alternation or non-alternation is different in the indexed markedness grammar in (15c). For the alternating nouns, the markedness constraint outranks both faithfulness constraints -SWP-A à {IDENT[long] OO , IDENT[long] IO }. To satisfy SWP, the plural of these nouns are hence allowed to differ both from their inputs and from their singular bases. To block vowel lengthening in the non-alternating nouns, the markedness constraint that applies to them, SWP-NA, has to be dominated by at least one of the faithfulness constraints.
All three of the grammars in (15) are consistent with the Dutch data from (1). To apply any of these grammars to some input form, the language user must know the lexical class of the input. This is not a problem for a noun that was contained in the learning data. The data contain the information the learner would need to determine the lexical class affiliation. These three grammars therefore perform identically with regard to nouns that were included in the learning data. The situation is different for nouns that were not in the learning data. Suppose that /nl/ were a Dutch noun that was accidentally absent from the learning data. What would the learner do when faced with an input like /nl-n/? To evaluate the candidate outputs for this input, /nl/ must be assigned to either the NA or the A class.
The learner has two options: He/she can randomly assign new roots to lexical classes, or he/she can base class assignment on some principle. Based on the results of the experiments discussed above, I assume that the class assignment of novel forms is not done randomly. What is then the principle that determines class assignment? What is the default class affiliation assumed for lexical items in the absence of evidence about their class affiliation? I propose that class assignment is determined by the imperative to learn the most restrictive grammar consistent with the learning data. When presented with a new form, the learner assigns this form to the lexical class that will result in the form being subject to the default restrictive rankings from (13). The actual class assignment in different scenarios is done according to (16). ii. (If there is some OO-faithfulness constraint OO such that OO à M X , and not OO à M Y , assign novel forms to lexical class X.) 7 We can now ask what each of the grammars in (15) will do when presented with a novel form. The grammar in (15a) has an indexed IO-faithfulness constraint, so that (16a) will apply. This grammar has the ranking IDENT[long] IO -NA à SWP à IDENT[long] IO -A. In accordance with (16a.i), novel words will therefore be assigned to class A. A learner who has acquired this grammar is expected to treat novel forms as alternating. The grammar in (15b) has indexed OOfaithfulness constraints, and (16b) IO . In accordance with (16b.i), novel items will be assigned to NA, and will be treated as non-alternating.
As explained above, in the markedness grammar from (15c) it is not necessary that both IDENT[long] OO and IDENT[long] IO outrank SWP-NA. The tableau in (15c) therefore represents several different possible total rankings, all consistent with the data in (1). One of the possible total rankings represented by (15c) is SWP-A à IDENT[long] OO à SWP-NA à IDENT[long] IO . Clause (16c.ii) can only be satisfied by assigning a novel word to class NA. Clause (16c.i) can be Coetzee satisfied by either class assignment. Under this ranking, novel items will hence be assigned to class NA, and their plurals will not alternate.
Another total ranking consistent with (15c) is SWP-
No lexical class assignment of novel items is possible that will satisfy (16c.ii) -since both indexed markedness constraints outrank IDENT[long] OO . Assigning novel items to class A does satisfy (16c.i) -since the ranking markedness à IO-faithfulness does then apply to such forms. But assigning novel items to NA violates (16c.i). The best that can be achieved here is to assign novel items to class A, so that their plurals will then undergo vowel lengthening.
Although the grammars represented in (15) perform the same on words that were included in the learning data, they differ on how they treat novel forms. The indexed IO-faithfulness grammar extends the alternating pattern to novel words. Depending on the specific instantiation of the indexed markedness grammar, it extends either the alternating or the non-alternating pattern to novel items. The indexed OO-faithfulness grammar, however, always extends the nonalternating pattern. The participants in Experiment 1 consistently favored non-alternation over alternation for novel items. The OO-faithfulness grammar and some instantiations of the markedness grammar are therefore consistent with how these participants performed.
In the next section, I show that the indexed OO-faithfulness grammar is the grammar that is acquired when Prince and Tesar's (2004) BCD algorithm of is presented with data like that in (1). Applying this algorithm to the learning data therefore results in acquiring a grammar that will always be consistent with how the participants in Experiment 1 performed.
3.3
Learning the grammar Tesar and Smolensky (2000) propose a learning algorithm, the Recursive Constraint Demotion algorithm (RCD), that learns an OT grammar by recursively submitting learning data to the current grammar, and changing the grammar every time it generates an error. However, the RCD does not incorporate the restrictiveness principle, and could result in the learner getting trapped in the superset grammar. Prince and Tesar (2004) augment the RCD by building a markedness à IO-faithfulness bias into the algorithm. In the absence of evidence about the ranking between a markedness and an IO-faithfulness constraint, their algorithm ranks the markedness constraint higher. Because of this bias, they call their algorithm the "Biased Constraint Demotion" algorithm. Prince and Tesar do not consider grammars with OO-faithfulness constraints, and their algorithm therefore does not contain ranking biases for OO-faithfulness constraints. The default ranking OO-faithfulness à IO-faithfulness motivated above can be incorporated into their algorithm in the same way that they incorporate the markedness à IO-faithfulness bias. I give their algorithm in (17), with an additional step added -step ii in (17) ensures that OOfaithfulness constraints are ranked before IO-faithfulness and markedness constraints, all else being equal. Although I motivate the default ranking OO-faithfulness à markedness only later in this section, I include it in the statement of the algorithm here. In the rest of this section, I show how application of (17) to data like those in (1) results in a grammar with indexed OOfaithfulness constraints, rather than any of the alternatives.
(17) Biased Constraint Demotion Algorithm: With markedness and an OO-faithfulness biases 8 i.
Identify constraints that prefer no Losers. ii.
If this set contains OO-faithfulness constraints, install them and return to i. iii.
If this set contains markedness constraints, install them and return to i. iv.
Else install IO-faithfulness constraints that prefer only Winners, and return to i. v.
Else install IO-faithfulness constraints that prefer no Losers, and return to i.
The BCD keeps a running index of data that have been encountered, called the "Support" by Prince and Tesar (2004) . The Support is represented in a comparative tableau -i.e. each line contains a "Winner~Loser" pair, where Winner is the candidate that should be optimal, and Loser some competing candidate that wins under the current incorrect ranking. Cells are marked with "W" for constraints that prefer the Winner over the Loser, and with "L" for constraints that prefer the Loser. In (18), the Support that a Dutch learner will have formed after being exposed to one alternating and one non-alternating noun is represented. When faced with a Support like this, the BCD is stuck. The first step requires the collection of constraints that prefer no Losers. There are no such constraints here, and there is hence no ranking of just these constraints that are compatible with this Support. Pater (2005, to appear) proposes that this impasse is resolved by constraint cloning -creating lexically indexed versions of constraints. At this point, a decision has to be made about which constraint(s) to clone. One possibility is to clone all constraints. This would increase the size of the grammar considerablyminimally, it would double the number of constraints. It might be better if there was some way to determine which constraint(s) should be cloned to resolve the inconsistency in the most economic way. Pater (to appear) proposes the principle in (19). 10 8 The algorithm is stated here in a simplified version. Specifically on step iv, the algorithm will not install all IOfaithfulness constraints that prefer only Winners. Prince and Tesar (2004:257) propose that only the "smallest effective F-set" will be installed -that is, the smallest set of IO-faithfulness constraints that would enable a markedness constraint to become rankable on the next iteration of the algorithm. This is never an issue in the learning situations discussed here, and I abstract away from this complication. 9 The singular forms are not included in the Support. The faithful candidate for a singular input violates no constraint and is optimal under all possible rankings of the constraints. Since the Support only includes items on which an error is generated, the singulars are therefore not included. In this post-cloning Support, the ranking inconsistency has been resolved. The first step of learning is to collect constraints that prefer no Losers: {IDENT[long] IO -NA, IDENT[long] OO -NA, SWP-A}. On step ii, the algorithm chooses to install the OO-faithfulness constraint. The Support is trimmed down by removing the lines where a W-preferring constraint has been ranked, and the columns corresponding to constraints that have been ranked. The top line of (20) is hence removed -since a W-preferring constraint from this line has been ranked. The final column is also removed, since the constraint represented by this column has been ranked. The grammar at this point and the trimmed down Support are shown in (21).
(21) Grammar:
The BCD first again collects the constraints that prefer no Losers: {SWP-A, SWP-NA, IDENT[long] IO -NA}. Since this set does not contain an OO-faithfulness constraint, step ii is skipped. On step iii, the markedness constraints are installed in the current stratum. The Support is them trimmed down by removing the columns corresponding to the markedness constraints, splits a constraint in two -if C is cloned, the result is {C 1 , C 2 }. This difference influences how forms are assigned to lexical classes. Learning could stop here. There are no lines left, and hence no more learning data on which an error could be generated. However, we can also apply the algorithm until all constraints have been ranked. This will result in unnecessary, but harmless, rankings. Should the algorithm apply again to the Support in (22), all remaining constraints will be selected in step i.
Step ii favors ranking OO-faithfulness constraints, so that IDENT[long] OO -A is installed, and the column corresponding to it is removed. The newly trimmed down Support will look exactly like that in (22), except for the absence of the final column. Applying the algorithm again will result first in the selection of both remaining constraints. Both of these are IO-faithfulness constraints, and steps ii and iii of the algorithm are not applicable. In step iv, both IDENT[long] IO -A and IDENT[long] IO -NA are installed. All remaining columns are removed, so that the Support is completely empty and no further learning is possible.
The grammar that has been learned is represented in (23a). This grammar contains two indexed versions of SWP ranked in the same stratum. Since these constraints are in the same stratum, there is no need for two separate constraints, and they can be merged into a single unindexed constraint that will evaluate all morphemes irrespective of their indexation. The same holds for the two indexed versions of IDENT[long] IO . The final grammar in which the clones of these constraints have been merged is given in (23b). This merging is done for the sake of having a final grammar with fewer constraints. These two grammars will generate identical outputs. The grammar proposed for Dutch in (15b) is given in (23c) for comparison. The grammar in (23b) is identical to the OO-blocking grammar in (15b) with one exceptionin (15b), IDENT[long] OO -A and IDENT[long] IO -NA are unranked relative to each other. As shown just above, the ranking between these constraints in (23b) is the result of continuing to learn until the Support is empty, even after the grammar has seized making errors. In spite of the additional ranking in (23b), these grammars will evaluate all known words the same. Looking back at (15b) will confirm that the competition is decided by either IDENT[long] OO -NA or SWP for known words, so that the ranking between constraints below SWP cannot impact output selection.
The situation is not as simple for the evaluation of novel words. If the grammar in (23b) is presented with a novel word like /nl/, this word needs to be assigned to one of the lexical classes. Both indexed OO-faithfulness constraints outrank the IO-faithfulness constraint. Whether /nl/ is assigned to NA or N, it will be subject to the default restrictive OO-faithfulness à IO-faithfulness ranking. However, these two options obviously make different predictions about how novel items will be treated. If /nl/ is assigned to NA, its plural will be nonalternating, i.e. [n .ln], while it will be alternating, [nóː.ln] , if /nl/ is assigned to A. In (16), I stated the principles that determine the class assignment of novel forms. Clause (16b.ii) deals with markedness and indexed OO-faithfulness constraints: "If there is some markedness constraint M such that OO X à M, and not OO Y à M, assign novel forms to lexical class X." In (16), this clause was placed in parentheses, since the necessity for this clause has not yet been motivated at that point. The need for this clause is now clear. The participants in Experiment 1 were more likely to treat novel words as non-alternating. Assuming that they acquired a grammar similar to that in (23b), they were hence more likely to evaluate novel items with IDENT[long] OO -NA than IDENT[long] OO -A. (13b.ii) enforces this preference.
Principle (13) on the lexical class assignment of novel items is based on the default rankings -all else being equal, a novel item is assigned to a lexical class that results in it being subject to the default ranking. The default ranking Markedness à IO-faithfulness is enforced by (16a.i) and (16.c.i). The default OO-faithfulness à IO-faithfulness is enforced by (16a.ii) and (16b.i). The two remaining clauses, (16b.ii) and (16c.ii), deal with the ranking between OO-faithfulness and markedness constraints, and both of them result in the ranking OO-faithfulness à markedness applying to novel items. If lexical class assignment of novel items is determined by default rankings, then OO-faithfulness à markedness should be afforded the same default status as the other two default rankings. I therefore propose to add this as a third default ranking, so that the set of default rankings from (13) should be replaced by that in (24).
The reason for installing OO-faithfulness constraints before markedness constraints in the learning algorithm is also now evident. Default rankings are enforced by a ranking preference, and the default OO-faithfulness à markedness ranking is enforced by step ii. In this section, I have shown that with minimal augmentation, an existing learning algorithm (the BCD) automatically learns a grammar that is conservative in how it treats novel words. This grammar is also consistent with the response pattern observed in Experiment 1. Information from different sources converge here: learnability considerations favor conservative grammars, participants in an artificial language learning experiment respond as if they have acquired a conservative grammar, and applying an independently motivated learning algorithm also results in a conservative grammar.
4.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION: ON THE TREATMENT OF NOVEL ITEMS The learning algorithm proposed in §3.3 will acquire exactly the same grammar when presented with learning data like those in Experiment 1 and those in Condition 2 of Experiment 3. The default ranking biases will be enforced no matter what the proportion of alternating to nonalternating plurals is in the learning data. The difference seen in the responses to novel items in these two experiments can therefore not follow from the grammar that is acquired. In this section, I first show that the algorithm will indeed acquire the same grammar irrespective of whether the majority of forms alternate or not. I then propose that the assignment of novel items to lexical classes is determined not solely based on grammatical considerations, but that the frequency structure of the lexicon also plays a role.
The learning data that were used in §3.3 are structurally identical to those to which participants in Experiment 1 were exposed (the data contained equal evidence for alternation and non-alternation). Given learning data like these, the algorithm settles on the OO-blocking grammar. However, even when the learning data contain more examples of alternating than nonalternating nouns, the algorithm will still acquire the same grammar. A representative sample of the learning data from Condition 2 in Experiment 3 is given in (25). These data contain three times as many examples of alternation as of non-alternation. As in §3.3, the Support constructed from these data would be inconsistent with any ranking, which would lead to constraint cloning. The post-cloning Support is represented in (26). OO -NA is installed, and the first line and last column is trimmed from the Support. The trimmed down Support after this first learning cycle is the unshaded portion of (26). When (17) is applied again, the constraints {SWP-A, SWP-NA, IDENT[long] IO -NA} is selected on step i.
Step ii does not apply, and on step iii, the markedness constraints are installed, and the columns corresponding to these constraints are trimmed from the Support. The three remaining lines are also trimmed, since a W-preferring constraint (SWP-A) for all three lines have been ranked. At this point, the grammar learned is IDENT Although the grammars will look the same in these two conditions, the lexicons will differ. In (27), I show the final grammar in both conditions, and the two different lexicons. The grammar and lexicon from section 3.3 are formally identical to that assumed in Experiment 1, and the grammar and lexicon learned just above are formally the same as that assumed in Condition 2 of Experiment 3. We must therefore be able to explain the results of these two experiments by using the grammar and lexicons from (27). The participants in these two experiments responded differently to novel items during testing. Since the same grammar is learned in both conditions, the difference in response pattern cannot originate directly in the grammar. It has to come from the structure of the lexicons.
In Experiment 1, the lexical classes contained the same number of entries. Participants could therefore not rely on the structure of the lexicon for information on which of the patterns is the preferred pattern. In the absence of lexical information, participants have to fall back on the default, as determined by the default ranking OO-faithfulness à markedness à IO-faithfulness. Novel items are therefore assigned to class NA so that this default ranking applies to them. However, in Condition 2 of Experiment 3, participants can consult their lexicons to determine which of the patterns is the preferred pattern. In this experiment, the class of alternating nouns is three times as large as the non-alternating class. The participants in this experiment were more likely to assign novel items to the alternating class, showing that in addition to the default rankings, the structure of the lexicon also influences how novel items are treated.
Novel items that are similar to many existing words are rated as more wordlike than novel items that are similar to fewer existing words (Bailey & Hahn 2001) . We also know that humans can calculate frequency statistics generalized over unrelated words rapidly and based on only minimal exposure. Saffran, Newport and Aslin (1996) , for instance, conducted an experiment in which they exposed listeners briefly to a speech stream consisting of nonsense syllables. The syllable sequence was designed so that some syllables appear together more often than others. Listeners were then tested on how they segment the syllable stream into word-sized chunks. They found that listeners rely on the frequency structure of the syllable sequence -syllables that appear together frequently are chunked together into one word, while word breaks are inserted between syllables that do not appear together often. It is not relevant to the current paper that language users use abstract frequency patterns to do word segmentation. What is relevant is that listeners can calculate abstract frequency statistics very rapidly and based on limited exposure. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the participants in Condition 2 of Experiment 3 were able to detect the frequency difference between alternating and non-alternating nouns.
However, the frequency structure of the lexicon is not the only determiner of how novel items are treated. When the lexicon contains an equal number of alternating and non-alternating examples so that the lexicon itself cannot cause a response bias, the influence of grammar on the treatment of novel items becomes evident. The default rankings, motivated on learnability grounds, then show their influence on how novel items are treated. For more evidence that nonce words with equal lexical frequency statistics are treated differently if they differ on grammatical grounds, see Berent et al. (2007) , Coetzee (to appear, 2008) , Moreton (2002) , etc.
The results of both Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 also show that the influence of grammar and of the frequency structure of the lexicon are not exclusive of each other. In Experiment 1, participants did not categorically prefer non-alternation for novel items. Such a categorical preference would be expected if they relied solely on the drive towards grammatical restrictiveness in the treatment of novel items. The fact that they did sometimes (though less often) select the alternating plural for novel items could be interpreted as the result of the frequency structure of the lexicon. The lexicon to which they were exposed did contain some evidence for alternation.
Experiment 3 gives even more evidence that grammatical considerations and frequency patterns in the lexicon co-determine how novel items are treated. In Condition 2, the lexicon to which participants were exposed contained 75% evidence for alternation and only 25% for nonalternation. Had participants relied solely on the frequency structure of the lexicon, they should have preferred alternation for novel items 75% of the time. Had the participants ignored the frequency structure of the lexicon, they should have performed the same as the participants in Experiment 1. Neither of these two options was observed. Participants in Condition 2 of Experiment 3 preferred alternation 52.5% of the time, and hence less than the representation of alternation in the learning data. But they also preferred alternation more than the participants in Experiment 1 who opted for alternation only 35.8% of the time. The performance of the participants in Condition 2 of Experiment 3 shows evidence of being influenced by grammatical considerations and by the frequency structure of the lexicon.
The model presented above does not make any predictions about how these two influences interact: What determines how much influence the frequency structure of the lexicon has and how much influence grammatical considerations have? More research is needed before this question can be resolved.
